Abstract-A stable property continues to hold in an execution once it becomes true. Detecting arbitrary stable properties efficiently in distributed executions is still an open problem. The known algorithms for detecting arbitrary stable properties and snapshot algorithms used to detect such stable properties suffer from drawbacks such as the following: They incur the overhead of a large number of messages per global snapshot, or alter application message headers, or use inhibition, or use the execution history, or assume a strong property such as causal delivery of messages in the system. We solve the problem of detecting an arbitrary stable property efficiently under the following assumptions: P1) The application messages should not be modified, not even by timestamps or message coloring. P2) No inhibition is allowed. P3) The algorithm should not use the message history. P4) Any process can initiate the algorithm. This paper proposes a family of nonintrusive algorithms requiring 6ðn À 1Þ control messages, where n is the number of processes. A three-phase strategy of uncoordinated observation of local states is used to give a consistent snapshot from which any stable property can be detected. A key feature of our algorithms is that they do not rely on the processes continually and pessimistically reporting their activity. Only the relevant activity that occurs in the thin slice during the algorithm execution needs to be examined.
INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

Problem Formulation
A snapshot of a distributed system represents a consistent global state of the system [4] . Recording distributed snapshots of an execution is a fundamental problem in asynchronous distributed systems and is used for observing various properties of interest [1] , [2] , [4] , [7] , [11] , [14] , [16] , [19] , [22] , [23] , [25] .
A restricted class of properties, termed stable properties, are monotonic in the following sense: A stable property continues to hold in an execution once it becomes true [4] . Commonly occurring examples of stable properties are deadlock, termination, and system garbage. Many specialized algorithms are tailored to specific stable properties, such as to detect deadlock or termination or to perform garbage collection; see [17] , [21] for a survey of such algorithms. However, our objective is to devise an efficient algorithm to detect an arbitrary stable property. While global snapshot algorithms can always be used to detect stable properties, they suffer from some or all of the following drawbacks: They are expensive and generally require a large number of messages per snapshot [4] , [23] , [22] , [25] , [7] , [14] , [16] , or they use freezing of the application execution [7] , or they alter application message headers [14] , [16] , [19] , or they assume some strong properties such as causal message delivery in the system [1] , [2] .
Consider a distributed system that is modeled as a directed graph ðN; LÞ, where N is the set of processes and L is the set of links connecting the processes. Let n ¼ jNj and l ¼ jLj. We solve the open problem of efficiently detecting an arbitrary stable property under the following assumptions (P1-P4):
P1. The application messages should not be modified, not even by timestamps [6] , [18] or message coloring.
P2. No freezing or inhibition [5] in the application execution is allowed. This rules out all three forms of inhibition: inhibition of send events, inhibition of receive events, and inhibition of local noncommunication events, i.e., internal events.
P3. The algorithm should not use the log of the message history.
P4. Any process can initiate the algorithm. The known algorithms for detecting stable properties can detect only a subclass of stable properties-such as locally stable properties [17] , strongly stable properties [14] , and strong stable properties [21] -and may not satisfy all of (P1-P4).
Prior Work
A property is an abstract characteristic of an execution. An explicit formulation of a property in terms of process states and variables is a predicate. For example, deadlock is a property. A deadlock predicate is its explicit formulation, in terms of the blocked status variable, outgoing wait-for edge variables, and incoming wait-for edge variables at each process. Keeping this association in mind, we will henceforth use the term "predicates" rather than "properties." There are only the following algorithms that try to detect general stable predicates that are not tailored for a specific predicate:
. The algorithm by Marzullo and Sabel [17] can detect only locally stable predicates. A locally stable predicate is a stable predicate such that, once it becomes true, none of the variables used in the predicate formulation changes in value. Stated differently, the predicate can be determined only from the states of processes and no process involved in the predicate can change its state once the predicate holds. The algorithm by Marzullo and Sabel requires the use of a (modified) vector clock [6] , [18] that modifies application messages. The entire log of the execution history (of events that can affect the predicate) is implicitly used by a pessimistic sending condition followed by the processes. Specifically, the predicate detection algorithm receives the local histories from each process since the last time they were reported. It then computes the latest consistent subcut, which is defined as the collection of the latest reported states of processes that are consistent with each other. The predicate is evaluated for this latest consistent subcut. The protocol is sound-if holds for the latest consistent subcut, holds thenceforth. To show completeness, let GS f be the first global state in which holds, and let the local state at P i in this global state be GS f ½i. As is locally stable, all events that happen after GS f ½i are not relevantthis is the key here-and P i 's state will not change further. As a result, no message sent after GS f ½i can cause inconsistency. Once GS f ½i is collected (for each P i ), the GS f ½i will appear on a latest consistent subcut and the locally stable predicate will be detected. The protocol implicitly assumes that, once the predicate becomes true, the involved processes will stop sending messages to report local activities, without actually knowing that has become true.
Termination, deadlock, and global virtual time can be formulated as locally stable predicates. The predicate "there are at most k tokens" is not locally stable, as shown in [17] . In an execution where variables x 1 ; . . . x k at processes P 1 ; . . . P k , respectively, take nondecreasing positive values, the predicate x 1 Â . . . Â x k > c can be seen to be not locally stable.
The protocol [17] is then used to derive even simpler protocols for deadlock and other locally stable properties, which are instantiations of the general protocol. . The algorithm by Schiper and Sandoz [21] can detect only strong stable predicates. They define a consistent projection of a cut as a subcut containing those local process states that are mutually consistent with each other. A strong stable predicate is a stable predicate that can always be evaluated on the consistent projection of any global state, consistent or not. It is sufficient to evaluate the predicate on a consistent projection of any global state to determine if the predicate is true for the execution [21] . The algorithm implicitly assumes that, once the predicate becomes true (for a consistent projection of a cut over the "minimal" number of processes necessary), the involved processes will stop sending messages to report local activities without actually knowing that the predicate has become true.
In the basic version of the Schiper-Sandoz algorithm, processes continually report their new states to a central process that keeps evaluating consistent projections of the latest constructed global state until the evaluation leads to true. Thus, all processes follow a pessimistic sending rule as in the MarzulloSabel algorithm. The algorithm requires the use of a (modified) vector clock that modifies application messages to construct the consistent projections. The entire log of the execution history (of events that can affect the value of the predicate) is also implicitly used to construct the consistent projections for all global states, in order to detect this class of stable predicates. Specifically, "each process furnishes an unbounded sequence of local contributions ... (until termination or predicate detection)" [21] .
The protocol is sound-if holds for the latest consistent projection, holds thenceforth. To show completeness, observe that once holds, by definition, the predicate will evaluate to true on the consistent projection of the first global state when holds. Termination and deadlock can be formulated as strong stable predicates. Distributed garbage is not strong stable, as shown in [21] . . Lai and Yang [14] defined the class of strongly stable predicates. A strongly stable predicate is a stable predicate such that, if the predicate is true on some cut, consistent or not, the predicate must remain true for all subsequent cuts. . Based on the Ho-Ramamoorthy two-phase deadlock detection algorithm [10] , Kshemkalyani-Singhal gave a two-phase technique [12] that showed how to correctly detect deadlocks and how to detect stable properties. A possibly inconsistent snapshot of the execution is taken; if the local predicates indicate a deadlock, a second possibly inconsistent snapshot is initiated. If the same deadlock also holds in this second snapshot, it is concluded that deadlock indeed exists because there is an instant of time between the two snapshots when the deadlock also held. A generalized method to detect stable properties was then outlined [12] . While all locally stable predicates can be detected satisfying our assumptions (P1-P4) and without assuming FIFO channels, it is not clear how arbitrary local predicates would be detected. . Recently, Atreya et al. [3] proposed an algorithm to detect a locally stable predicate by repeatedly taking possibly inconsistent snapshots as long as 1) there is one consistent state between the two possibly inconsistent snapshots, and 2) the values of the variables do not change in the two snapshots. This is, in essence, the Ho-Ramamoorthy algorithm [10] as modified and corrected in [12] . The generalization to detect locally stable properties other than deadlock was more formally shown than in [12] . Only locally stable predicates can be detected.
. Helary et al. [8] proposed an algorithm to detect a "fairly general" class of stable properties without characterizing this class any further. Informally, it uses local control variables at each process to track 1) whether a process is active or passive, 2) whether each incident channel is empty, and 3) whether each channel is closed, i.e., whether or not a message will ever be received on it. Whenever these variables change value so as to suggest the stable property might be true, the process sends the information (along with counts of the number of messages sent to and received from all processes) to the monitor process. The monitor process pieces together a global state using such information from all processes and if the stable predicate is true, it gets detected. The class of stable properties that can be detected is not characterized in [8] , but they give examples of deadlock detection and termination detection. It appears that the algorithm can detect only those properties that can be expressed in terms of the quiescence of channels, i.e., variables that can track items 1, 2, and 3 above. Neither Marzullo and Sabel [17] nor Schiper and Sandoz [21] showed any relationship between the classes of strong stable and locally stable predicates. Schiper and Sandoz conjectured that they are similar.
A strongly stable predicate differs from a strong stable predicate in that the predicate is evaluated over any cut, consistent or not, and variables at processes not in the consistent projection are also considered in evaluating the predicate. The predicate
where each x i is a monotonically nondecreasing variable at process P i , is strongly stable but is not strong stable. Deadlock is strong stable but not strongly stable. The above strongly stable predicate is not locally stable.
The above surveyed algorithms can only detect some subclass of stable predicates-for example, they cannot detect "there are at most k tokens" in a system where tokens can be lost and initially there are more than k tokens. Furthermore, some of these algorithms [14] , [17] , [21] modify all application messages with vector timestamps and use the log of the message history to report to the algorithm. Hence, they do not meet all the assumptions P1-P4 above.
Main Idea
The algorithm proposed in this paper can be used to detect any stable predicate and satisfies properties P1-P4 above. The proposed algorithm requires 6ðn À 1Þ control messages, where n is the number of processes in the system. A simple and elegant three-phase strategy of uncoordinated observation of local states is used to give a consistent snapshot from which any stable property can be detected. Minimal data structures are used only during the execution of the three phases; the executions between the first and second phases, and between the second and third phases, are termed as slices. Two versions of the algorithm are presented: Version 1. The first version records consistent process states without requiring the channels to be FIFO.
Version 2. The second version records process states and channel states consistently but requires FIFO channels. (Two variants of this version of the algorithm are also presented in a later section.) Table 1 compares the features and the complexities of the proposed algorithm with those of the algorithms in [17] , [21] .
Stable predicate detection is a special case of global state detection. Our stable predicate detection algorithms follow directly from the algorithms we propose for recording a distributed snapshot efficiently. Since the seminal elegant algorithm of Chandy and Lamport [4] , which is a noninhibitory algorithm that requires FIFO channels and 2l messages for recording the snapshot, plus additional messages for assembling the snapshot, several other algorithms have been proposed. A good survey and comparison of such algorithms is given in [11] . In our approach, a simple and elegant three-phase strategy of uncoordinated observation of local states gives a consistent distributed snapshot. The first version of the snapshot algorithm (v.1) records consistent process states without requiring FIFO channels and without using any form of [5] . Hence, the second version of the algorithm cannot be improved upon to also record channel states while retaining the properties of no inhibition and no piggybacking while using non-FIFO channels.
We compare the properties of the proposed snapshot algorithm (both versions) with the properties of the existing algorithms in Table 2 . Existing algorithms can be classified into three broad classes:
. The baseline Chandy-Lamport algorithm [4] , and its variants, the Spezialetti-Kearns algorithm [22] , Venkatesan's algorithm [25] , the Sridhar-Sivilotti algorithm [23] , and Helary's wave synchronization algorithm [7] assume FIFO channels, are noninhibitory, do not modify messages, and require Oðn 2 Þ control messages to record the snapshot. Additional messages are required to collect the locally recorded snapshot views. . For non-FIFO channels, Helary's inhibitory algorithm [7] , the Lai-Yang algorithm [14] , the LiRadhakrishnan-Venkatesh (LRV) algorithm [16] , and Mattern's termination-detection-based algorithm [19] have been proposed. All these (except Helary [7] , which is inhibitory) require application messages to be modified. Additional messages are required to collect the locally recorded snapshots. These algorithms (except Mattern's [19] , which uses termination detection, and Helary's [7] , which uses inhibition) require entire message histories to be recorded and piggybacked as part of the snapshot recording. . Algorithms such as those by Acharya and Badrinath [1] and Alagar and Venkatesan [2] assume causally ordered (CO) message delivery and a single initiator and require OðnÞ control messages. They do not require additional messages to explicitly collect the locally recorded snapshots because the snapshot gets assembled at the initiator as part of the algorithm. However, causally ordered channels are expensive. They require Oðn 2 Þ overhead and delivery of messages may have to be delayed. Other variants that require the use of vector timestamps [6] , [18] are not considered here because of their high cost. As related work, Helary and Raynal gave a broad framework [9] based on iterative guarded wave sequences, which suggests a way to derive algorithms for specific predicates. Table 2 , the snapshot algorithm we propose for FIFO channels is linear in the number of messages, (P1) does not modify the application messages, (P2) is noninhibitory, (P3) does not require the message history, and (P4) allows any process to initiate the algorithm. This is an important contribution to a fundamental problem. 2. The non-FIFO version of our snapshot algorithm can be used to detect locally stable predicates, under assumptions P1 through to P4. 3. The FIFO version of our snapshot algorithm can be used to detect any stable predicate, assuming P1 through P4. This algorithm is compared with other stable predicate detection algorithms in Table 1 . Outline. Section 2 gives the system model. Section 3 presents the proposed 3-phase snapshot algorithm (version 1) that works with non-FIFO channels but does not record channel states. Section 4 shows how to adapt this algorithm to record channel states if FIFO channels are assumed (version 2). Section 4 gives the complexity analysis. Section 5 shows how the respective algorithms can be used to detect any stable predicate (or a locally stable predicate) under the assumptions P1 through P4. Section 7 discusses additional variants of the proposed algorithms. Section 8 gives the conclusions.
Summary of Main Contributions
As seen from
SYSTEM MODEL
The system model of the asynchronous reliable distributed system is as follows: We assume all messages are delivered
TABLE 2 Features of Global Snapshot Algorithms
The acronym p.b. denotes that control information is piggybacked on the application messages.
in finite time. An asynchronous execution in a distributed system with n processes is modeled as an execution ðE; 0Þ, where 0 is the causality relation on the set of events E in the execution. E ¼ S i2N E i , where E i is the totally ordered chain of events at process P i . An event e executed by P i is denoted e i . The potential causality or the "happens before" relation 0 on E is the transitive closure of the local ordering relation on each E i and the ordering imposed by message send events and message receive events [15] . The execution history at a process P i is a sequence A cut C is a subset of E such that if e i 2 C, then
In contrast, a consistent cut C is a subset of E such that if e 2 C then ð8e 0 Þ e 0 0 e ¼) e 0 2 C. The system state after the events in a cut is a global state; if the cut is consistent, the corresponding system state is a consistent global state and denotes a meaningful observation of a global state [4] . Formally, a global snapshot or global state GS consists of . a set of local states fs j . An execution slice is defined as the difference of two cuts D n C, where C D. This definition of a slice is somewhat different from the traditional definition in software engineering [26] . The slice is also referred to as a suffix of C with respect to D. The default value of C is ;, in which case the slice is the cut D. Observe that each cut D is also a slice (i.e., D n ;). A slice D which is a set has a natural representation as an array D½1 . . . n of sequences of events, one sequence per process. This representation captures the local order of events at each process without additional overhead. The reference to a slice-to its definition as a set or to its representation as an array of sequence of eventsshould be clear from context. The suffix and prefix of a slice D½1 . . . n have a natural interpretation, namely, as the suffix or prefix of each D½i, 1 i n.
A stable predicate is a predicate that remains true once it becomes true [4] . Let denote the satisfaction operator for a formula. Formally, if predicate is stable, then
Events and messages of the snapshot algorithm form a superimposed control execution that does not affect the application execution E or the partial order ðE; 0Þ which is defined only on the application events. Among the application events and messages, the events and messages that are relevant to the predicate of interest are termed as relevant events and messages, respectively. We assume that all events, variables, and messages recorded in the algorithms are only the relevant ones. For a send or receive event that occurs at process indexed i, unless otherwise specified, we useĩ to denote index of the process at which the corresponding receive or send event occurs.
THREE-PHASE ALGORITHM: LOCAL STATES, NON-FIFO CHANNELS
Strategy
The snapshot algorithm was inspired by the two-phase deadlock detection algorithm [10] , [12] . The algorithm has three serially executed phases, in each of which uncoordinated "snapshots" that may be inconsistent are recorded. A consistent global state that lies between the first and the second inconsistent "snapshots" is computed with the help of the third "snapshot." Any process can initiate the algorithm, but it has to do some local processing. Each phase involves the initiator sending a request to each other process, and then the processes replying to the initiator. The initiator can communicate directly to/from the various processes, or a wave algorithm [20] can be used in conjunction with a superimposed topology such as a ring or a tree. The snapshot algorithm is independent of this detail. Phase I. The initiator requests the processes to begin recording an execution slice. Each process replies to the initiator when it receives the Phase I request, by piggybacking the local state on this reply. Each process then begins to record a slice as a sequence of (relevant) events, where each event has the data structure shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, . For send and receive events, the hash of the message (such as SHA-1) and the corresponding receiver/ sender are also recorded in fields hash and partner, respectively. . The field seqno gives the sequence number of the event at its process. The field M records the message received. These fields are used only if channel states are to be recorded (Version 2 of the algorithm). The cut after which processes begin recording the slice is denoted Z. The state after this cut is represented by the array State Z½1 . . . n at the initiator. The local states in State Z may represent an inconsistent global state due to the uncoordinated nature of their recording.
Phase II. The initiator waits for the Phase I replies from all other processes. It then sends a Phase II request to all the processes. When a process receives a Phase II request, it reports the slice of its execution since the time it began recording its slice in Phase I until the time it chooses to reply to the Phase II request. The local slice of each process that is reported to the initiator is stored by the initiator in array Slice A½1 . . . n. The cut containing all the events up to the local time at which each process replies to the Phase II request is denoted as A. After sending the Phase II reply, each process starts recording the next slice.
Phase III. The initiator waits to receive the Phase II reply from each process. It then sends a Phase III request to all the processes. When a process receives a Phase III request, it reports the slice of its execution that was recorded since the time it replied to the Phase II request until the time it chooses to reply to the Phase III request. The local slice of each process that is reported to the initiator is stored by the initiator in array Slice B½1 . . . n. The cut containing all the events up to the local time at which each process replies to the Phase III request is denoted as B.
The possibly inconsistent values that are reported to the initiator in State Z, Slice A, and Slice B are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The initiator constructs a consistent global cut S, such that Z S A using Slice A and Slice B. In Slice A, there are six types of send and receive events (see Fig. 3 ).
1. send event, for a message that gets delivered in Z, 2. send event, for a message that gets delivered in Slice A, 3. send event, for a message that gets delivered after Slice A, 4. receive event, for a message that was sent in Z, 5. receive event, for a message that was sent in Slice A, and 6. receive event, for a message that was sent after Slice A. Due to the existence of time instant t B as shown in Fig. 2 , the message must have been sent in Slice B . This suggests two approaches to construct a consistent cut S:
Extend Z: Extend Z to a consistent cut S by adding that prefix from Slice A satisfying the following:
. The prefix contains all events of type 1 and no events of type 6, and . Z [ fevents in the prefixg is a consistent cut. Reduce A: As cut A may not be a consistent cut, we can construct a consistent cut S based on A by subtracting the suffix that contains . all events of type 6 and . additional events to ensure that A n fevents in suffixg is a consistent cut. Observe that in real time, all events of type 1 precede all events of type 6. Define t A start , t Z end , and t A (see Fig. 2 ) as follows:
. Let t A start denote the time instant of the first local recording of Phase II among all the processes. . Let t Z end denote the time instant of the last local recording of Phase I among all the processes. . Let t A be any instant in global time such that t Z end < t A < t A start . Let SðtÞ be the cut at global time t. The cut Sðt A Þ which is a consistent cut satisfying the conditions on cut S above (for both the "Extend Z" and "Reduce A" approaches) must exist.
In the exposition of our algorithm (Version 2), we follow the "Reduce A" approach. In Section 7, we give two variants of Version 2 of the algorithm:
Version 2A. This variant leverages the use of the data structures more efficiently than Version 2.
Version 2B. This variant uses the "Extend Z" approach. We now define the cut S max .
. S max ¼ Z S f events in the largest prefix from Slice A that does not include an event of type 6 g. See Fig. 4 . Note that S max may not be consistent. The cut S max includes Sðt A start Þ and A includes S max .
The algorithm constructs the largest consistent cut S such that Sðt A start Þ S S max A, in two steps: 1. Slice B helps to construct S max by identifying messages sent in Slice B that were received in Slice A. For example, in Fig. 4 , the message m1 has its send event in Slice B. The minimum slice suffix from Slice A½i (8i) that contains the receive event of each message sent in Slice B is removed to construct S max . In the example, S max is therefore different from A. S max may still be inconsistent due to receive events for messages that were sent from Slice A. In the example, the message m2 causes S max to be inconsistent.
2.
The algorithm then removes the minimum slice suffix from S max to remove receive events that cause inconsistency. This is done iteratively to construct a consistent cut S. In the example, messages such as m2 and then m3 need to be removed. The set of all cuts forms a lattice [18] . As S max is defined to be the cut that is the largest subset of A and does not contain any receive events for which messages were sent in Slice B, S max is unique due to the lattice property. The set of all consistent cuts also forms a lattice. As S is defined to be the largest consistent cut within S max , S is also unique. As A, S max , and S are all uniquely defined, the minimum slice suffixes to be removed to construct S max and S are also well-defined. Fig. 5 gives the code for the three-phase processing.
Three-Phase Algorithm
Step 1 describes the processing at the initiator.
Step 2 describes the processing at all the nodes. When Slice A and Slice B are recorded, note the following:
. Messages are not modified with sequence numbers to conform to P1. In addition, no counters for sequence numbers for the messages sent or received, or for the event count, are used at processes. A hash or checksum computed on each message sent or received is stored in the log of the slice, to enable matching a message in the sender's log with the same message in the receiver's log. By choosing an appropriate hash function, the probability of collisions of the hash values can be made arbitrarily small. After Slice A and Slice B have been reported to P init at the end of Phases II and III, the initiator invokes procedure Compute_Consistent_Snapshot given in Fig. 6 to construct a consistent cut S. The algorithm uses two temporary cuts T and V . Cuts S max , S, T , and V are not explicitly stored as sets but are implicitly identified by vectors Last S max , Last S, Last T , and Last V of pointer variables. The ith element (where 1 i n) of any of these vectors points to the last event at process P i in the corresponding cut.
Slice A½i and Slice B½i, which are sequences of events, are represented as doubly linked lists of type event (see Fig. 7 ). The first event is preceded by a head and the last event is succeeded by a tail. The operations first, last, next, and previous with the standard semantics on these lists are assumed. The vectors Last S max , Last S, Last T , and Last V of pointer variables point within the doubly linked lists of Slice A. See Fig. 7 .
In Fig. 6 , lines 3a through 3i construct S max by removing the minimum suffix from Slice A, in which messages from Slice B are received. The solution cut S is then constructed by iteratively removing the minimum slice suffix from cut S max to get a consistent cut. Line 3j initializes the array of pointer variables Last S and Last T to Last S max .
. Array Last S is always set to the best known least upper bound of the consistent cut S that is sought. . Array Last V denotes the best known least upper bound on the cut V such that only messages sent in the slice V n S may cause S to be inconsistent. Last V ½i (for 1 i n) is initialized so as to point to the last event in Slice A (lines 3k and 3l). . Array Last T is a temporary variable that is used to update Last V at the end of an iteration to the value held by Last S at the start of that iteration. The goal is to construct S such that S is consistent. The main repeat loop (lines 3m to 3z) updates S and V iteratively. In each iteration, it examines each event y in the slice V n S to determine if a message sent at that event was received at an event z that belongs to slice S (lines 3n to 3r) . A message at the sender is matched with the same message at the receiver by comparing their hashes/checksums (line 3r). When such an event z at some process Pĩ is identified, the algorithm updates slice S by deleting the suffix at Pĩ from event z onward (line 3s). This removes the inconsistency in slice S caused by the message from y to z.
Toward the end of one iteration of the repeat loop, V is updated to T (line 3x), and then T is updated to S (line 3y) for the next iteration. Observe that S may still be inconsistent because a message sent in V n S may be received in S. Hence, the repeat loop must be executed again unless S ¼ T (line 3t), i.e., no inconsistent-causing message from V n S to S was found in the current iteration. The global state State_S is then computed as shown in lines 3t to 3v. The function f begins with event firstðSlice A½iÞ for all i, and reruns the computation slice hfirstðSlice A½iÞ . . . ? Last S½iÞi from State Z½i to construct State S. The rerun of the partial slice is achieved by applying the transformations in the operation fields of noncommunication events in the sequence of events above.
In the code, if the previous operation on an event in line 3i points to the head of the sequence, then . in line 3o, nextð?Last T ½iÞ points to the first event in that sequence, if any, or else to the tail, and . in line 3q, Last S½i points to the head of that same sequence and the loop does not execute. Similarly, in line 3s, if previousðzÞ points to headðSlice A½jÞ; then, in line 3v, ?Slice S½j is the head of a sequence and State S½j is simply set to State Z½j.
Example. In Fig. 8 , assume the events pointed to by Last S, Last T are ½c; g; p, as shown by regular curves. Assume that the events pointed to by Last V are ½d; h; q. The initial values of Last S; Last T and of Last V are shown in parentheses. Iteration 1 of repeat loop. After line 3s, ?Last S ¼ ½b; f; p, ?Last T ¼ ½c; g; p; and ?Last V ¼ ½d; h; q: After line 3y, ?Last S; ?Last T ¼ ½b; f; p, and ?Last V ¼½c; g; p.
Iteration 2 of repeat loop. After line 3s, ?Last S ¼ ½a; f; p, ?Last T ¼ ½b; f; p, and ?Last V ¼ ½c; g; p. After line 3y, ?Last S; ?Last T = ½a; f; p, and ?Last V ¼ ½b; f; p.
Iteration 3 of repeat loop. In line 3t, ?Last S ¼ ?Last T ¼ ½a; f; p. So, there is no inconsistency in S and the algorithm exits from the loop. The correctness of the recorded global state is based on the following theorems proved in the Appendix. Lemma 1. In each iteration of the repeat loop of lines 3m to 3z of Compute_Consistent_Snapshot in Fig. 6 , only the minimum suffix from the cut identified by Last S that is needed to remove inconsistency-causing messages is deleted.
Lemma 2. For any inconsistency-causing chain M given by hm 1 ; m 2 ; . . . m k i, after j iterations of the repeat loop in lines 3m to 3z in Fig. 6 , the chain becomes M 0 given by hm jþ1 . . . m k i, where s jþ1 6 2 Last S.
Lemma 3. The longest inconsistency-causing chain has length n À 1. Fig. 6 terminates in n iterations of the repeat loop of lines 3m-3z.
Theorem 1 (Termination). Procedure Compute_Consistent_ Snapshot in
Theorem 2 (Correctness of Local Recordings).
The algorithm initiated by P init terminates by finding a consistent cut S, where Sðt A start Þ S S max .
CONSISTENT STATE AND CHANNEL RECORDING UNDER FIFO CHANNELS
This section presents an enhanced algorithm that also records channel states if channels are FIFO. This algorithm can be used to detect any stable predicate. In the previous algorithm, Slice B was used to construct Last S max by identifying those messages received in Slice A that were sent in Slice B. Here, Slice B is also used to capture the channel states. To do so, we require that the recording within Slice B completes at each process when the messages sent by other processes to that process in (and before) Slice A have been received. This condition is detectable using some extra control information distributively sent to the initiator in the Phase II reply messages and then conveyed on the Phase III request received from the initiator. Fig. 9 shows the three-phase processing. The underlined pseudocode and data structures mark the differences from the algorithm in Fig. 5 . Procedure Compute_Consistent_ Snapshot in Fig. 6 constructs a consistent cut from Slice A and Slice B, as described in Section 3.
The state of channel C i;j after events ?Last S½i and ?Last S½j, is defined as the set of messages sent by P i up to event ?Last S½i that are not received until event ?Last S½j at P j (and hence received later in Slice A and Slice B). Procedure Compute_In_Transit_Messages in Fig. 10 computes the channel states transitð?Last S½i; ?Last S½jÞ, for all hi; ji pairs, using . integer arrays Global Sent½1 . . . n; 1 . . . n and Global Received½1 . . . n; 1 . . . n at the initiator during the processing of the algorithm, and . integer vectors Received½1 . . . n, Sent½1 . . . n, and Must Receive½1 . . . n at each node. Sent½j and Received½j track the number of messages sent to and received from process P j , respectively. One important difference from the previous algorithm is that sequence numbers are used to count events at a process. This is because for a message received within Slice B, it becomes necessary to identify whether the message was sent before Slice A or after Slice B. To see this further, consider Fig. 11 . Sequence numbers within each local execution can help to determine whether m1 and m2
were sent before or after the three-phase recordings. To compute the channel state while satisfying conditions P1 through P4 and, specifically, that no sequence numbers can be tagged on messages, three issues need to be addressed:
1. Messages sent by P i to P j before event ?Last S½i must have reached P j by lastðSlice B½jÞ. This is ensured by using the local Sent vector at each process and the Global Sent array at the initiator. In the Phase II recording reported to the initiator, the Sent vectors reported (line 2e) are used to populate KSHEMKALYANI AND WU: DETECTING ARBITRARY STABLE PROPERTIES USING EFFICIENT SNAPSHOTS 339 Fig. 9 . Three-phase algorithm to record a global snapshot and channel states. Continued in Fig. 10 . Global Sent (line 1f'). The Phase III request sent to each process contains the piggybacked information about how many messages have been sent to that process by other processes (line 1g). A process postpones the end of the recording of the local log of Slice B until all these number of messages, remembered in array Must Receive, have been delivered locally (line 2g'). 2. The set of messages sent by P i to P j up to ?Last S½i, denoted as X , should be identifiable. This set contains all the messages sent by P i (to P j ) with sequence numbers less than or equal to the value of Sent½j after ?Last S½i. This value is computed (lines 4b-4e) using Global Sent and Slice A that are reported in Phase II. The resulting message count is stored in situ in Global Sent½i; j. 3. The set of messages received by P j from P i after ?Last S½j, denoted as Y, should be identifiable. The messages received by P j are enumerated in lines (4f-4k) using Global Received, Slice A, and Slice B. The enumeration is done dynamically in situ in Global Received½j; i. Among these messages received by P j , those that are received after ?Last S½j must be received at events x satisfying the condition x:seqno > ?Last S½j:seqno. 
The correctness proof of the recorded channel states is based on the following theorem, whose proof is given in the Appendix.
Theorem 3. (Correctness of Channel States).
The algorithm initiated by P init correctly computes channel states using procedure Compute_In-transit_Messages when assuming FIFO channels and using local message counters.
COMPLEXITY
A key feature of our algorithm is that it does not rely on the processes continually and pessimistically reporting their (relevant) activity. The algorithm can be invoked at any arbitrary time, and only the (relevant) activity that occurs in the slice during the algorithm execution needs to be reported. The size of a slice is an important parameter in the complexity of the algorithm. Before embarking on the complexity analysis, we note that Slice_A and Slice_B are both thin slices. We define . c rtt max to be the expected round-trip transit time between the two farthest nodes in the network. The expected size of Slice_A and Slice_B is the number of (relevant) events in the execution logs that occur in a duration of time c rtt max . With current Internet technology, the round-trip times even across the globe are up to 200 ms. On the other hand, a round-trip communication on an MIMD distributed memory message-passing multiprocessor (e.g., IBM Blue Gene, Cray, Fujitsu, and Hitachi series) using MPI takes microseconds [27] .
The following complexity analysis assumes a flat tree overlay topology with the initiator as the root. A similar analysis can be conducted for the ring and more general tree topologies.
Message complexity. From Fig. 2 , it is seen that 6ðn À 1Þ messages are required across the three phases.
. The total space requirement across all the messages is OðjSlice Aj þ jSlice BjÞ. . If in-transit messages are to be captured, an additional Oðn 2 Þ overhead is incurred due to the n Sent and Received vectors. Message time complexity. Assume that it takes one time unit for a message to reach its destination. The three-phase algorithm (assuming the flat tree topology) takes six time units for the messages in transit. Alternately, this can be expressed as 3 c rtt max . Computation time complexity. The computation time complexity is the execution cost. This analysis uses Fig. 5 (and its variant Fig. 9), Fig. 6, and Fig. 10 .
Step 1.
. At the initiator P init , the time complexity is
OðjSlice Aj þ jSlice BjÞ:
. If in-transit messages are to be reported, an additional Oðn 2 Þ overhead is incurred because of arrays Global_Sent and Global_Received.
Step 2.
. At a noninitiator P j , the time complexity is OððjSlice Aj þ jSlice BjÞ=nÞ average case. . If in-transit messages are to be reported, an added
OðnÞ overhead is incurred due to vectors Sent, Received, and Must_Receive.
Step 3: Procedure Compute_Consistent_Snapshot.
. Non-FIFO version, no channel state recording.
-
The loop (3a-3i) requires Oð1=n Á ðjSlice Aj Á jSlice BjÞÞ time. This is because for each process, each of the 1=n Á jSlice Aj events may have to be examined if they were receive events, and, if so, the hash of the message received has to be compared against the hash of the messages sent at each of the possible ð1=n Á jSlice BjÞ events at the sender process. Thus, for each process execution considered from Slice_A, the overhead contributed is 1=n Á jSlice Aj Á 1=n Á jSlice Bj. Across all processes, the overhead becomes Oð1=n Á jSlice Aj Á jSlice BjÞ average case.
Consider the main loop (3m-3z). Observe that each event in Slice A gets examined at most once in line 3o. If a message is sent at this event, due to non-FIFO channels, the hash of this message needs to be compared with the hash of the messages received at possibly each of the events, numbering 1=n Á jSlice Aj, at the receiver process. The overhead across all n iterations for 3o to 3s is Oð1=n Á jSlice Aj 2 Þ. There is one iteration of lines 3u to 3v, taking time OðjSlice AjÞ. There are at most n iterations of lines 3x-3y, costing a total of Oðn 2 Þ time. So the time overhead for loop 3m-3z is Oð1=n Á jSlice Aj 2 þ jSlice Aj þ n 2 Þ average case.
. FIFO version, with recording of channel states -For the loop in lines 3a to 3i, the overhead is the same as for the non-FIFO version, Oð1=n Á jSlice Aj Á jSlice BjÞ average case.
For the main loop 3m to 3z, the overhead is the same as that for the non-FIFO version, namely, Oð1=n Á jSlice Aj 2 þ jSlice Aj þ n 2 Þ average case.
Step 4: Procedure Compute_In-transit_Messages.
. Line 4a requires Oðn 2 Þ time. Lines 4b to 4e require OðjSlice AjÞ time. The main loop in lines 4f to 4k requires OðjSlice Aj þ jSlice BjÞ time because it requires a single pass through the events of both the slices.
At the initiator P init , the average case computation time complexity for Version 1 (no channel recording) and for Version 2 (channel recording, FIFO channels) is
Space complexity.
. At initiator.
The total space complexity is
If in-transit messages are recorded, Oðn 2 Þ additional overhead is incurred for arrays Global_ Sent and Global_Received. . At noninitiator:
-
The average space complexity is ð1=n Á maxðjSlice Aj; jSlice BjÞÞ for the log of the slice. -If channel states are recorded, OðnÞ additional space is required for the Sent and Received vectors. The above analysis considered Slice A and Slice B separately. Note that Slice A and Slice B are thin slices and are expected to have similar size. Assuming jSlice Aj ¼ jSlice Bj, Table 3 summarizes the complexity results for the proposed algorithm.
DETECTING STABLE PREDICATES
Theorems 2 and 3 showed the safety of the snapshot algorithm. The proposed algorithm Version 2 to record a consistent global state can be used in a straightforward manner to detect any stable predicate. Each process records the (possibly changing) values of the variables over which the predicate is defined in Slice A. When the initiator computes the consistent cut S, it can also evaluate the predicate over these variables after cut S. If the predicate evaluates to true, then it is true and remains true henceforth because it is stable. Safety of the predicate detection follows from the correctness of Theorems 2 and 3 and the definition of a stable predicate. A similar argument holds for Version 1 of the algorithm which detects any locally stable predicate. We now analyze the liveness of both versions of the algorithm.
. Version 1 can detect locally stable predicates. A locally stable predicate can be evaluated over the variables at the processes. Liveness follows from the fact that if a locally stable predicate becomes true after some cut Q, then any invocation of the snapshot algorithm which computes a cut S such that Q S will detect the locally stable predicate. . Version 2 can detect any stable predicate. If a stable predicate is true in S, it will be detected because the entire system state (processes and channels) is observable at S. Specifically, liveness follows from the fact that if a stable predicate becomes true in some global state Q, then any invocation of the snapshot algorithm which computes a state S such that Q S will detect the stable predicate.
ALGORITHM VARIANTS
Our algorithm V2 used the Sent and Received vectors to compute the channel states in the "Reduce A" approach. This section gives two variants of V2. The first variant V2.A uses the Sent and Received vectors to also construct the consistent cut S. The second variant V2.B uses the "Extend Z" approach to construct the consistent cut. V2.A has somewhat better complexity than V2. V2.B has a higher complexity than V2 but is given to demonstrate the complementary approach to the "Reduce A" approach.
Reducing the "Second Cut" Using Counters (v.2.A)
Version 2 constructed S using the idea of detecting inconsistencies by tracing through Slice A (see Fig. 6 ). The Sent and Received vectors are required to capture in-transit messages. However, these vectors can also be used for constructing the consistent cut S-the algorithm is very similar to that in Fig. 6 , Section 3, and, hence, the repeat loop has at most n iterations. The algorithm is given in Fig. 12 . Global Sent½i;ĩ and Global Received½i;ĩ get updated to their values for event ?Last S½i, in lines 3A and 3u, respectively. Hence, Step 4 gets simplified from that in Fig. 10 . The Global Received is initialized at the end of Phase I, whereas the Global Sent is initialized at the end of Phase II. In lines 3a to 3g, S max is constructed and Global Received is modified (line 3e) to reflect the receive count at S max . Lines 3h to 3k modify Global Sent to reflect the send count at S max . Lines 3l to 3n initialize Last T , Last V , and Last S. The main repeat loop (3o-3H) achieves the counterpart of lines 3m to 3z of Fig. 6 . As the code iterates to construct S from S max , so also in each iteration, Global Received is decremented in line 3u to reflect the receive count of S for that iteration of the repeat loop. Analogously, the Global Sent count is decremented in line 3A to reflect the send count of S in that iteration of the repeat loop.
Complexity. The complexity for all the metrics except the computation time complexity is the same as for the algorithm v.2 in Fig. 6 (see Table 3 ). Lines 3a to 3g construct S max -the initiator can detect a message received at an event in Slice A as being sent from an event in Slice B in OðjSlice AjÞ time. Lines 3h-3k which update Global Sent for this S max also take OðjSlice AjÞ time. Across all iterations of the repeat loop, the number of times event y is enumerated in line 3q is at most jSlice Aj, and the number of times event z is enumerated in line 3s is at most jSlice Aj. Similarly, across all iterations of the repeat loop, the number of times event y is enumerated in line 3y is at most jSlice Aj. The lines 3B-3D are executed once, leading to jSlice Aj overhead. Lines 3F-3G contribute Oðn 2 Þ overhead across the maximum of n executions of the repeat loop. Hence, the time complexity of Step 3 is OðjSlice Aj þ n 2 Þ. The time complexity of
Step (4) is OðjSlice Aj þ jSlice BjÞ. Assuming jSlice Aj ¼ jSlice Bj, the time complexity of the algorithm is OðjSlice Aj þ n 2 Þ.
Extending the "First Cut" (v.2.B)
Using the Sent and Received vectors that are required to capture the in-transit messages, it is possible to construct the consistent cut S using the "extend Z" approach described in Section 3.1.
. Steps 1 and 2 will differ from Fig. 9 as follows: The Sent vectors will be reported in the Phase I reply (i.e., for cut Z) instead of in the Phase II reply. . The modified Step 3 is described in Fig. 13. Step 4 is the same as in Fig. 12 . In Step 3, cuts S and V are initialized to Z in lines 3a to 3b. Each iteration of the repeat loop adds the minimum prefix from Slice A n S to S, to remove any inconsistency by including necessary send events (lines 3d to 3i). However, when such a prefix is added to S, some receive events may also be included such that the corresponding send events are not included in the prefixes added in this iteration. Thus, further iterations of the repeat loop are needed until S does not change in an entire iteration (line 3n). Last V is a working variable used to track the current greatest lower bound on the source of inconsistency in an iteration. Global Sent½i;ĩ and Global Received½i;ĩ get updated to their values for event ?Last S½i, in lines 3h and 3m, respectively. Hence, Step 4 gets simplified from that in Fig. 10 , and is the same as shown in Fig. 12 . The correctness proof is analogous to that for the algorithm presented in Sections 3 and 4.
Complexity. For the "Extend Z" approach, the complexity for all the metrics except the computation time complexity is the same as for the "Reduce A" approach (see Algorithm v.2 in Table 3 ).
It can be seen that there are at most n iterations of the main repeat loop in Fig. 13 . In each iteration,
. Slice A is examined in lines 3d to 3i, leading to
OðjSlice AjÞ time overhead. . Lines 3n and 3r contribute OðnÞ time overhead. Lines 3o to 3q, which are executed only once, contribute OðjSlice AjÞ time overhead. Lines 3j to 3m contribute OðjSlice AjÞ time overhead across all iterations. So the execution time complexity at the initiator is Oðn Á jSlice Aj þ n 2 Þ:
Complexity Trade-offs
The complexity of the three snapshot algorithms-"Reduce A" without arrays, (Fig. 6 ), "Reduce A" with arrays ( Fig. 12) , and "Extend Z" with arrays, (Fig. 13) -is the same for all metrics except the time computation complexity at the initiator. This computation time complexity is compared in Table 4 . The Oðn 2 Þ is a lower bound because the states of Oðn 2 Þ channels have to be recorded. Let w, termed the slice width, be the average number of events at a process in a slice, i.e., w ¼ jSlice Aj=n. The width w depends on the geographical span of the network as well as the expected rate of generation of relevant events. For thin slices and large systems, it is likely that w < n. The computation time complexity of the algorithms in terms of w is also given in Table 4 . In order to remain bounded by Oðn 2 Þ, the relationship between OðwÞ and OðnÞ is also expressed. The algorithm in Fig. 12 provides the best flexibility. The algorithm using the "Extend Z" approach has higher complexity but is given for completeness as it complements the "Reduce A" approach. Observe that the modified code in Fig. 12 to construct S max using Global Sent and Global Received does not use Slice_B. This immediately suggests a two-phase algorithm to record local states consistently if each process maintains the Sent and Received counters. The two-phase exchange would be as shown in Fig. 9 -only lines 1g to 1i and 2f to 2h would be omitted. The cost would be the same as for the snapshot algorithm v.2 (see Table 3 ) except that
. Number of messages ¼ 4ðn À 1Þ, message time complexity is four hops or 2 c rtt max and locally stable properties are detected.
DISCUSSION
This paper first presented two algorithms to detect stable properties. The first algorithm can be used to detect any locally stable properties in a non-FIFO system, whereas the second algorithm can detect any stable property in a FIFO system, under the assumptions P1-P4, Section 1. A simple and elegant three-phase strategy of uncoordinated observation of local states was used to create a consistent distributed snapshot. The first snapshot algorithm computed consistent process states without requiring FIFO channels. The second algorithm computed process states and channel states consistently but required FIFO channels. A key feature of our algorithms is that they do not rely on the processes continually and pessimistically reporting their (relevant) activity. The algorithms can be invoked at any arbitrary time, and only the (relevant) activity that occurs in the thin slice during the algorithm execution needs to be reported. The paper then showed three variants of the algorithms, that adopt a complementary approach to the originally presented algorithms.
The goal of procedure Compute_Consistent_Snapshot resembles the goal of finding a consistent rollback state when using asynchronous checkpointing [24] . The idea in both is to construct a consistent state out of an inconsistent state, given the logs of the execution. However, the approaches, algorithms, and purposes are different. Further, our approach also does not require logging the entire history of the execution, does not modify application messages by tagging sequence numbers, and does not use a reactive event model for the execution.
The snapshot algorithms presented here create an ondemand thin slice of the execution that is guaranteed to contain a consistent cut. The "thin slice" approach involves very low overhead for the algorithm when channel states are not needed. The proposed snapshot algorithm that also computes channel states requires Oðn 2 Þ time and space at the initiator, which can be viewed as a drawback. However, note that in practice, this is preferable to existing algorithms that require Oðn 2 Þ messages instead of OðnÞ messages. The proposed algorithms also have a snapshot readily available at the initiator, whereas most of the existing algorithms record a distributed snapshot and need to incur an additional cost to collect it.
The proposed algorithms record some consistent global state in Slice A. In order to construct a global state that contains a particular local state at the initiator, the following can be done. In the Phase II recordings, the initiator needs to ensure that it records its local state before any other process. (We leave the correctness reasoning to the reader). The initiator still needs to have initiated Phase I earlier, which means that if a look-ahead is not possible, the initiator needs to freeze its execution between its Phase I and Phase II recordings.
APPENDIX A CORRECTNESS PROOF
A.1 Consistency Lemma 1. In each iteration of the repeat loop of lines 3m to 3z of Compute_Consistent_Snapshot in Fig. 6 , only the minimum suffix from the cut identified by Last S that is needed to remove inconsistency-causing messages is deleted.
Proof Sketch. This is evident from lines 3n to 3s, where Last S½i is adjusted to point to the earlier of 1) the current event being pointed to and 2) the event immediately preceding the receipt of a message that was sent after the event pointed to by Last T ½i. Note that Last T ½i and Last S½i are the same at the start of each iteration; hence any message identified in event 2 causes the state identified by S to be inconsistent. This adjustment in line 3s eliminates the minimum suffix from the local state identified by Last S½i in order to eliminate the receive event and restore consistency (with respect to this inconsistency-causing message where s xþ2 6 2 Last S and all other send and receive events in the inconsistency-causing chain are in Last S.t u Lemma 3. The longest inconsistency-causing chain has length n À 1.
Proof Sketch. We prove by contradiction. Let the last message in the chain be m k , k > n À 1. As the longest inconsistency-causing chain has length n or greater than n, then there is at least one process that has a receive event r k that happens later than s h at the same process, i.e., m h was sent earlier than receiving m k . As the send event s h happened before r k and s h itself did not belong to the cut marked by Last S in iteration h, we have that r k also cannot belong to the cut Last S. Hence, m k does not satisfy the condition of being a part of an inconsistency-causing chain.
t u Theorem 1. Procedure Compute_Consistent_Snapshot in Fig. 6 , terminates in n iterations of the repeat loop of lines 3m to 3z.
Proof Sketch. Follows from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. The longest inconsistency-causing chain has n À 1 messages. After n À 1 iterations, there is no inconsistency-causing chain. An additional iteration is required to detect that Last T ¼ Last S (line 3t) and then to exit the repeat loop. t u Theorem 2 (Correctness of Local Recordings). The algorithm initiated by P init terminates by finding a consistent cut S, where Sðt A start Þ S S max .
Proof Sketch. Steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm contain a threephase exchange, which can be seen to terminate. Specifically, the only waiting is for sent messages to be received, and assuming a reliable system, this waiting is finite in an asynchronous system. From Theorem 1,
Step 3, Compute_Consistent_Snapshot, also terminates.
Step 4, Compute_In-transit_Messages, does local processing and can be seen to terminate. Hence, the algorithm terminates.
The Compute_Consistent_Snapshot procedure initializes S to S max . The only operations on S in each iteration are the deletion of a suffix. Hence, on termination, S S max .
There are a bounded number of events in S max n Sðt A start Þ and in each iteration that does not result in termination, at least one event is removed. From Lemma 1, only the minimum suffix that causes inconsistency is deleted at each step. Hence, in a finite number of steps, either Sðt A start Þ or some cut S, where Sðt A start Þ & S, is constructed such that no process would have a suffix deleted. This would be a consistent cut. The theorem now follows. t u
A.2 Recording Channel States
Theorem 3 (Correctness of Channel States). The algorithm initiated by P init correctly computes channel states using procedure Compute_In-transit_Messages when assuming FIFO channels and using local message counters.
Proof Sketch. For channel C i;j , the in-transit messages are those sent up to event ?Last S½i and received after event ?Last S½j. Observe from Step 2g' of Fig. 9 that all messages sent up to ?Last S½i are guaranteed to be received by lastðSlice B½iÞ, if channels are FIFO.
Observe from loop 4f-4k that the channel state is computed as per (2) . All messages sent up to ?Last S½i and received after ?Last S½j are therefore identified as belonging to the channel state using the local message counters. t u
